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Abstract9

A complex semiclassical model for the calculation of line widths and shifts of H2O broadened by N2, derived
from the Robert and Bonamy approach, is tested by comparisons with measurements for selected transitions11
in various vibrational bands. The lines retained, which involve rotational states with Kc = J or J − 1 have
been chosen for two reasons. The 8rst is that they show large variations of the widths with J and thus enable13
a severe test of the model. The second is that, as explained in this paper, they are well-suited for the study
of the e&ects of vibration on the collisional parameters. The measured values have been extracted from an15
updated version of a database built years ago (JQSRT 52 (1994) 481) that contains all available measurements.
Comparisons between experimental and calculated widths and shifts at room temperature illustrate the quality17
of the model and clearly demonstrate, for the 8rst time, that there is a vibrational dependence of the broadening.
Values of collisional parameters are 8rst studied in fundamental bands. This shows that the theoretical approach19
accounts for most of the dependence of broadening and shifting on rotational quantum numbers: the variations
of �, which reach a factor of nearly 20 from low to high J values, are correctly accounted for by the model21
as are some speci8c features of the shifts �. Analysis con8rms that the bending and stretching vibrations have
signi8cantly di&erent e&ects on �, due to the vibrational dependence of the intermolecular potential. On the23
other hand, di&erences on the widths are rather small with slightly smaller broadening for lines of the bending
band. Calculations show that there is a spectroscopic e&ect, due to the larger rotational constant A in the v2=125
state. Calculations made for overtone bands involving numerous quanta of the stretching vibration are then
presented. They predict that a signi8cant dependence of the width should be observed for high J lines due to27
the e&ect of vibration on the interaction potential. This is con8rmed by comparisons with measurements for
lines involving a change of three and four quanta of stretching vibration.29
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1. Introduction1

The shape of well-isolated spectral lines at moderate pressures is often described in terms of the
pressure-broadened half-width, �, and the pressure induced line shift, �, of a Lorentz pro8le. These3
parameters arise due to collisions between the active (radiating) molecule and those of the bath
(perturber). Both � and � are expressed in terms of the intermolecular potential between the radiating5
and perturbing molecules. For infrared transitions, this potential can be thought of as components
which depend on the vibrational and rotational states involved in the considered optical transition. It7
is important to realize that the half-width and line shift are functions of both the real and imaginary
parts of vibration and rotation terms.9

The collision process takes the radiating molecule from a rotational state i to i′ and the perturbing
molecule from rotational state J2 to J ′2. When the energy gaps from i → i′ and J2 → J ′2 match,11
IEi; i′ = −IEJ2 ;J ′

2
, the process is said to be resonant. Whereas the half-width is dominated by the

real part of the rotational part of the potential when the collisions are resonant, the shifts are13
sensitive to both the rotational and vibrational parts. However, as the di&erence in energy gaps
increases the collisions are o& resonance and less and less eJcient in inducing rotational changes;15
the vibrational terms can then contribute signi8cantly to both the half-width and shift. For certain
transitions that are well o& resonance these parameters are due almost entirely to the vibrational part17
of the potential and are then practically constant and insensitive to the rotational states. An example of
this e&ect is observed with the lighter hydrogen halides, HF and HCl, which have a large vibrational19
anharmonicity and have rotational constants B of roughly 20 and 10 cm−1, respectively. For HF in
the ground vibrational state, the half-width approaches zero (no vibrational contribution) by about21
J ′′=7 or 8 [1,2] and for HCl this requires a J ′′ value of 15–16 [3]. Indeed, the associated rotational
changes involve large energy jumps (∼ 300 cm−1 for |IJ |= 1 and much more for |IJ |= 2; 3; : : :)23
and are poorly induced by collisions at room temperature. For HF transitions in the 1-0 and 2-0
bands the half-widths approach constant values of about 0.006 and 0:020 cm−1=atm whereas the25
shifts tend to −0:03 and −0:05 cm−1=atm, which are due only to the vibrational contribution [1,2].
In more complex molecules this e&ect is not so clear due to increased structure. For water vapor,27
a light asymmetric rotor, the transitions are labeled by upper and lower state rotational quantum
number J and the pseudo-quantum numbers Ka and Kc. Transitions occur with many values of29
IJ , IKa, and IKc which complicate attempts to derive rules dependent on the rotational quantum
number J or to examine the vibrational dependence of the collisional parameters.31

The question of the inMuence of vibration on the half-widths of water vapor was addressed
in a survey paper [4] and several workshops [5–7]. It was estimated that the e&ect of the vi-33
brational states of the transition was smaller than experimental uncertainties and could change
the half-width by no more than 3–5%. However, the suggestion that the half-widths of water35
vapor may be dependent on the vibrational states has been made in a number of papers [8–
12]. Mandin et al. [8,9] in two studies dealing with the 8500–9300 and 9500–11500 cm−1 re-37
gions took ratios of their measured values to those of the HITRAN database [13]. From this
they concluded that there was a small (±3%) vibrational dependence of the half-width. Gross-39
man and Browell [10], using average broadening values, reported a 5% di&erence between
transitions in the 3�1 + �3 and 2�1 + 2�2 + �3 bands with the 3�1 + �3 lines having the larger41
broadening values. In a 1996 study by Brown and Plymate [11] on H2O broadened by hydro-
gen, the ratios of half-widths for the same set of rotational quantum numbers were formed for43
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the rotation and �1 bands divided by the �2 band, 51 and 63 pairs of transitions, respectively.1
The ratios of the rotation to the �2 band range from 0.92 to 1.1 and those of the �1 to �2 band
range from 0.98 to 1.19 for the transitions studied. For rotational=�2 transitions the rms ratio is3
1.016 (±2:6%) and 1.08 (±4%) for �1=�2. Brown and Plymate concluded that these di&erences
are too large to be caused by experimental error and that there is a vibrational dependence in5
the half-width. A 2002 study by Zou and Varanasi [12] of self- and air-broadening and shift-
ing of water vapor in the 950–2100 and 3000–4050 cm−1 regions also looked into the vibra-7
tional dependence of the half-width. Ratios of the half-widths for the same rotational transition
were formed for the 2�2 and the �2 bands, the �1 and the �2 bands, and the 2�2 and the �19
bands for both self- and air-broadening. From the analysis of the self-broadening data they con-
clude that the half-widths in the 2�2 band are smaller than their counterparts in the �2 band by11
about 10%. The di&erences in the ratios for the �1 and the �2 bands, and the 2�2 and the �1
bands contained too much scatter to state conclusively if there was any vibrational dependence.13
The analysis of the air-broadening data indicated that the half-widths in the �1 band are larger than
the corresponding half-widths in the �2 band by about 5%. This is in rough agreement with the15
work of Brown and Plymate [11]. There were too few ratios for the 2�2 and the �2 bands and
the 2�2 and the �1 bands to draw any solid conclusions about the vibrational dependence of the17
half-widths.

The vibrational dependence of the half-width arises from two factors: one designated a spectro-19
scopic e&ect and another which is purely a vibrational e&ect. The 8rst results from the fact that
a change in the vibrational state also leads to slightly di&erent rotational wave functions, energy21
gaps, and transition probabilities between the rotational internal states. The second is that a change
of vibrational state in a transition leads to changes in the half-width due to the di&erence in the23
vibrational part of the intermolecular potential. Lynch et al. [14] and Gamache et al. [15] have
discussed, from the point of view of the theory, the importance of the vibrational dephasing terms25
resulting from the dependence of the isotropic intermolecular interaction on the vibrational state. For
transitions where this term is dominant a strong vibrational dependence of the half-width should be27
expected. Both studies emphasized that the 8nal value determined for the half-width comes from an
interplay of many terms in the potential which have an importance that varies as the internuclear29
separation changes. These facts make it diJcult to associate the 8nal half-width with any single
term in the potential or in the expressions for the half-width. Furthermore, in the earlier studies31
the uncertainties on the half-widths coupled with a relatively small number of data and the lack
of measurement for certain types of transitions made it diJcult to detect any strong dependence of33
the half-width on vibration. The studies on HF and HCl indicate that transitions where the energy
gap between collisionally coupled levels is large and that have very small broadening values in the35
ground vibrational state are good candidates to demonstrate the e&ects of vibration. For water vapor
the energy gap for most collision induced transitions seldom exceeds 100 cm−1. However, for the37
lines involving levels with Kc = J (or J − 1) the energy gaps increase quickly with J and the
half-width decreases by a factor of ∼ 20 from J ′′=0 to 18, a behavior similar to the light hydrogen39
halides.

In this paper the measured half-widths and line shifts of the Kc= J − 1 and J doublet transitions41
of water broadened by nitrogen for a number of vibrational transitions are studied and compared
with theoretical predictions made employing the complex Robert–Bonamy (CRB) formalism [15].43
The experimental data is extracted from a database where all available measurements have been
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included. The calculations explore a number of changes in vibrational quanta for doublets up to1
J ′′ = 18. Comparisons between experimental and calculated values for the half-widths and shifts of
lines of the fundamental bands are 8rst made. They demonstrate the quality of the CRB approach3
and validate the data used. Analysis shows that (small) di&erences exist between widths of the �2
and �1 band, for instance, that are essentially due to di&erences in the rotational energy structure of5
the v2 = 1 and v1 = 1 levels. A study of line-broadening for overtone transitions is then made. It is
shown that a signi8cant and increasing e&ect of the vibrational state can be observed and predicted7
for high J lines of bands involving numerous quanta of the stretching modes. Di&erences between
the widths of such lines and those of similar transitions in the fundamentals are shown to arise from9
the vibrational dependence of the interaction potential between the H2O molecule and the collision
partner.11

2. Complex Robert–Bonamy formalism

A full description of the complex Robert–Bonamy formalism can be found in Refs. [15–17], here13
only the salient features are given. The formalism is based on the resolvent operator formalism of
Baranger [18], Kolb [19], and Greim [20] (BKG) and is complex valued so that the half-width and15
line shift are obtained from a single calculation. The application of linked-cluster techniques [21] to
the BKG formalism yields developments [22–25] which eliminate the awkward cuto& procedure that17
characterized earlier theories [26–28]. The intermolecular dynamics are treated more realistically than
in the earlier approaches, i.e. using curved rather than straight line trajectories. This has important19
consequences in the description of close intermolecular collisions (small impact parameters). Also
important for close collision systems is the incorporation in the CRB theory [22] of a short range21
(Lennard–Jones 6–12 [29]) atom–atom component to the intermolecular potential. This component
has been shown to be essential for a proper description of pressure broadening, especially in systems23
where electrostatic interactions are weak [30]. (Here, the notion of strong and weak collisions adopts
the de8nition of Oka [31]).25
The half-width, �, and line shift, �, of a ro-vibrational transition f ← i are given in the complex

Robert–Bonamy (CRB) formalism by minus the imaginary part and the real part, respectively, of the27
diagonal elements of the complex relaxation matrix. In computational form used here, the half-width
and line shift are usually expressed in terms of the scattering matrix [18,32]29

(�+ i�)f←i =
n2
2�c
〈v× [1− e−

RS2(f;i;J2 ;v;b)e−i[S1(f; i; J2 ; v; b)+I S2(f;i;J2 ;v;b)]]〉v;b; J2 ; (1)

where n2 is the number density of perturbers and 〈· · ·〉v;b; J2 represents an average over all trajectories
(impact parameter b and initial relative velocity v) and initial rotational state J2 of the collision31
partner. S1 (real) and S2 = RS2 + iI S2 are the 8rst and second order terms in the expansion of the
scattering matrix; they depend on the rovibrational states involved and associated collision-induced33
jumps from these levels, on the intermolecular potential and characteristics of the collision dynamics.
The exact forms of the S2 and S1 terms are given in Refs. [15–17].35
The S1 term, which makes a purely imaginary contribution, is isotropic in the absence of any

vibrational dependence of the anisotropic intermolecular forces. It then has the appellation of the37
vibrational dephasing term and arises only for transitions where there is a change in the vibrational
state. The potential leading to S1 is written in terms of the isotropic induction and London dispersion39
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interactions:1

V induction
iso =−�2

1�2
R6 ;

V dispersion
iso =−3

2
I1I2

I1 + I2

�1�2
R6 ; (2)

where �1 is the dipole moment of water vapor and �k and Ik are the polarizability and ionization
potential for water vapor (k = 1) and collision partner (k = 2). The vibrational dependence of these3
terms is contained in the dipole moment, �1, and polarizability, �1, of water vapor. The 8rst was
investigated by Shostak and Muenter [33] and is given in Debyes by5

� = 1:855 + 0:0051
(
v1 +

1
2

)
− 0:0317

(
v2 +

1
2

)
+ 0:0225

(
v3 +

1
2

)
; (3)

where vn is the number of quanta in the nth normal mode. The polarizability of water vapor was
obtained by Luo et al. [34] and is, in atomic units [35] 17

�= 9:86 + 0:29
(
v1 +

1
2

)
+ 0:03

(
v2 +

1
2

)
+ 0:28

(
v3 +

1
2

)
: (4)

The S2 = RS2 + iI S2 term is complex valued and results from the anisotropic interactions. The
potential employed in the calculations consists of the leading electrostatic components for the H2O–9
X pair (the dipole and quadrupole moments of H2O with the quadrupole moment of N2) and
atom–atom interactions [15,36]. The latter are de8ned as the sum of pair-wise Lennard–Jones 6–1211
interactions [29] between atoms of the radiating (1) and the perturbing (2) molecules,

V at–at =
n∑

i=1

m∑
j=1

4�ij

{
�12
ij

r121i;2j
− �6

ij

r61i;2j

}
: (5)

The subscripts 1i and 2j refer to the ith atom of molecule 1 and the jth atom of molecule 2,13
respectively, n and m are the number of atoms in molecules 1 and 2, respectively, and �ij and �ij

are the Lennard–Jones parameters for the atomic pairs. The heteronuclear atom–atom parameters can15
be constructed from homonuclear atom–atom parameters (�i and �i) by the “combination rules” of
Hirschfelder et al. [37] or Good and Hope [38]. The atom–atom distance, rij is expressed in terms17
of the center of mass separation, R, via the expansion in 1=R of Sack [39]. This development being
truncated, suJcient order must be chosen to insure the convergence of calculated half-widths and19
line shifts, as has been discussed by Labani et al. [40] and by Gamache et al. [14,16,36]. Here the
formulation of Neshyba and Gamache [36] expanded to eighth order is used.21
Finally, recall that the isotropic component of the atom–atom potential is used to de8ne the

trajectory of the collisions within the semiclassical model of Robert and Bonamy [22].23

1 The choice of units for Eqs. (3) and (4) is made to keep the expressions as concise as possible. For conversion to
other units see for example [35].
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3. Experimental and theoretical data1

3.1. Measured values

With respect to the situation about 10 years ago [4], the number of experimental determinations3
of water vapor line broadening and shifting parameters has increased considerably [41]. For H2O–N2

and H2O–air mixtures, which are considered in the present work, more than 60 references [8–10,12,5
42–102] have been published in the last 30 years, providing more than ten thousand values of the
widths and/or shifts. In many cases, a given transition has been measured by various authors (see7
example in Table 1 below) thus enabling inter-comparison of the measurements and the determi-
nation of reliable values of the considered parameter and of the associated uncertainty. In order to9
enlarge the available data set, we have considered both the H2O–N2 and H2O–air systems. The data
for air-broadening has been converted to nitrogen broadening by multiplying it by the value 1.09 as11
suggested in the HITRAN database [13]. This procedure, although approximate since �N2=�air varies
from line to line, is expected to be precise within a few percent which is suJcient in view of the13
experimental uncertainties and the precision of the calculations as well as considering the purpose of
the present work. For the line-shifts, we have assumed �N2 = �air which, again, is a rough approx-15
imation but suJcient. For any of the speci8c lines considered here (see below), an “experimental”
value and associated uncertainty were determined using all available measurements (except, in some17
cases for some that are clearly away from all others). The retained value was simply computed
as the average of available data and the uncertainty was obtained from the maximum di&erence19
between this average value and the measurements. Note that the default values of I� = 5% and
I� = 10−3 cm−1=atm, which seem reasonable in view of the scatter of measurements [4,41], were21
imposed in cases where calculated uncertainties were smaller.

3.2. Choice of the transitions23

Besides the test of the model, the other aim of the present work is to study and to try to identify
any vibrational dependence of the half-widths. In order to choose the best set of transitions to ful8ll25

Table 1
Experimental values of half-widths and shifts (in 10−3 cm−1=atm) of some N2 broadened Kc= J and J − 1 H2O lines of
the �2 band. Underlined values have been deduced from H2O–air measurements (see text)

160;16 ← 151;15 122;11 ← 111;10 61;6 ← 70;7 21;2 ← 10;1

� � � � � � � �

7.52 [50] −4:25 [92] 24.7 [92] −0:95 [92] 63.2 [12] −1:80 [12] 142 [57] +4.40 [92]
8.18 [43] −4:48 [80] 24.9 [46] −1:10 [12] 64.0 [72] −1:85 [92] 117 [72] +5.60 [12]
7.63 [47] −3:80 [42] 27.6 [51] −1:70 [80] 64.8 [92] −1:50 [92] 108 [92] +6.01 [92]
7.30 [80] −3:29 [42] 24.2 [80] −0:25 [92] 67.3 [72] 111 [12]
7.85 [92] −4:15 [90] 23.5 [12] −1:15 [90] 66.5 [92] 144 [57]
7.60 [94] −4:14 [92] 24.9 [92] 123 [72]
7.20 [42] 117 [92]
7.10 [47]
8.00 [92]
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such purposes, let us consider, for instance, two lines with identical rotational quantum numbers1
belonging to the rotational band (0f ← 0i) and to another vibrational transition starting from the
ground state (vf ← 0i). Starting from Eq. (1), with simpli8ed notations, their widths and shifts can3
be written as

(�+ i�)0f←0i = 〈1− exp−
RS2(0f;0i){cos[I S2(0f; 0i)]− i sin[I S2(0f; 0i)]}〉;

(�+ i�)vf←0i = 〈1− exp−
RS2(vf;0i){cos[I S2(vf; 0i) + S1(v; 0)]

−i sin[I S2(vf; 0i) + S1(v; 0)]}〉; (6)

where we have accounted for the fact that S1 is a purely vibrational term (hence S1(0; 0) = 0 since5
Iv = 0 for rotational lines), independent of rotational quantum numbers. Recall that the S2 terms
result from anisotropic interactions only which, in the present approach, are calculated using a po-7
tential that does not depend on vibration. Hence, di&erences between collisional parameters of the
two lines (i.e., the vibrational dependence) arise from two main factors: The 8rst is a spectroscopic9
e&ect associated with the fact that the energy structure and wave functions of the rotational levels
are di&erent in the 0 and v vibrational states. This induces di&erences in the S2 terms, namely in11
both the real and imaginary parts of the S2;outerf and S2;middle contributions [15–17], through changes
in the potential operator matrix elements and in the arguments of the resonance functions. The13
second e&ect is due to the vibrational dependence of the interaction potential which results in the
nonzero value of S1(v; 0). For further analysis, let us assume (which is true in practice), that I S215
and S1 are small, as well as the di&erence RS2(vf; 0i)− RS2(0f; 0i) so that linear developments can
be made.17

When the purely vibrational e&ects are negligible (S1 = 0), the development keeping only the
leading terms (assuming that cos(x) and sin(x) can be approximated to one and x, respectively)19
leads to

�vf←0i = �0f←0i + 〈exp−RS2(0f;0i) × {[RS2(vf; 0i)− RS2(0f; 0i)]

+ I S2(0f; 0i)[I S2(vf; 0i)− I S2(0f; 0i)]}〉;

�vf←0i = �0f←0i + 〈exp−RS2(0f;0i) × {[I S2(vf; 0i)

− I S2(0f; 0i)]− I S2(0f; 0i)[RS2(vf; 0i)− RS2(0f; 0i)]}〉: (7)

These show that dependences of the widths and shifts due to spectroscopic e&ects need signi8cant21
changes in the real and imaginary parts of S2;outerf and S2;middle when going from the fundamental to
the v vibrational level. These terms depend on reduced matrix elements and rotational energy gaps23
between level f and any other level f′ to which f is collisionally connected. Changes in these terms
from one vibrational state to another are small for the 8rst rotational levels and generally strongly25
increase with the rotational energy (e.g. di&erences in the energy grids of the 000 and 010 induced
by the di&erent constants A). This analysis shows that lines involving levels of high rotational levels27
(high J and |Ka − Kc|) are the best candidates for the study of vibrational dependence through
spectroscopic e&ects.29
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Fig. 1. Calculated values of exp(-RS2)(—), I S2 (- - -) and S1 (—) versus the impact parameter b for a broad line (top
panel) and a narrow line (lower panel).

If, on the contrary, the di&erence S2(vf; 0i)−S2(0f; 0i), due to spectroscopic e&ects, is negligible,1
the e&ect of vibration, through S1, is given by

�vf←0i = �0f←0i + 〈exp[− RS2(0f; 0i)]× [S1(v; 0)2=2 + S1(v; 0)× I S2(0f; 0i)]〉;

�vf←0i = �0f←0i + 〈exp[− RS2(0f; 0i)]× S1(v; 0)〉: (8)

Typical variations of exp(-RS2), I S2, and S1 with the impact parameter are plotted in Fig. 1 for a3
broad (low J ) and a narrow (high J ) line. In the case of transitions with large broadening parameters,
exp(-RS2) is nearly zero over a signi8cant range of impact parameters (up to about b ≈√

(2c�)=(n2 Vv)5
where Vv is the mean relative velocity [103]) thus strongly masking the contribution of S1 to both
the width and shift. On the contrary, for narrow lines, exp(-RS2) is nearly one so that the vibrational7
dephasing term can make a signi8cant contribution. Furthermore, note that Eqs. (2)–(4) result in a
vibrational dependence of S1 of the form9

S1[(v′1; v
′
2; v
′
3)← (v′′1 ; v

′′
2 ; v
′′
3 )] = c1Iv1 + c2Iv2 + c3Iv3; (9)

where Ivi=v′i−v′′i (i=1–3) is the variation of vibrational quanta of the ith mode for the considered
transition. Analysis of the numerical values of the parameters of Eqs. (2)–(4) shows that S1 is11
dominated by the contribution of dispersion forces so that c1, c2 and c3 are mostly related to the
numbers in Eq. (4). This indicates that signi8cantly stronger vibrational e&ects can be expected from13
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the excitation of the v1 or v3 modes than of the v2 mode. Indeed, for high J lines with small values1
of RS2(0f ← 0i) and I S2(0f ← 0i) (and thus of �0f←0i] one would expect, from Eqs. (4), (8), and
(9), the following dependences: 23

�Iv1Iv2Iv3f←0i ˙ [Iv1 + Iv2=10 + Iv3]2;

�Iv1Iv2Iv3f←0i ˙ [Iv1 + Iv2=10 + Iv3]: (10)

The conclusion of this preliminary study is that the best candidates for the study of vibrational
e&ects on the widths (and the shifts) are lines involving levels of high rotational energies. These5
are likely those for which di&erences due to the spectroscopic structure of various vibrational states
are the largest. Such transitions, in fundamental and high overtone bands with strong excitations of7
the stretching modes, are also suited for a study of the inMuence of the vibrational dependence of
the potential through the S1 contribution since they are very narrow. Furthermore, for a signi8cant9
test of the semiclassical model, a representative set of transitions showing large, medium, and small
values of the shifts and widths should be used. These considerations and the analysis of the available11
data has led us to the choice of transitions involving rotational states with Kc = J or J − 1. These
are doublets with two components associated with Ka= J −Kc and Ka= J −Kc+1. They have the13
advantage of having been relatively well-studied and of showing large and smooth variations of the
N2 broadening coeJcients with J (typically from 0:11 cm−1=atm for 11;1 ← 20;2 to 0:006 cm−1=atm15
for 171;17 ← 180;18 in the �2 band [92], also see Table 1)

3.3. Data and choices for the calculations17

For water vapor, the reduced matrix elements are evaluated using wavefunctions determined by
diagonalizing the Watson Hamiltonian [104] in a symmetric top basis for the vibrational states19
involved in the transition. For the ground state, the Watson constants of Matsushima et al. [105]
were used. For the �2; �1, and �3 bands the Watson constants derived by Flaud and Camy-Peyret21
[106] were used. For the 2�1 + 2�2 + �3 and 3�1 + �3 bands the constants of Grossmann et al.
[107] were used. The calculations were made at 296 K. In addition, calculations were made for the23
(n00)← (000) bands, with n= 1; 2; 3; 4; 5; 6, where the rotational state Watson constants were used
because constants were not available for most of these bands. Note, this neglects the spectroscopic25
contribution to the half-width due to the change in vibrational state but such e&ects are small as
will be shown later on. The rotational constant for N2 is 2:0069 cm−1 [108].27
Many of the molecular parameters for the H2O–N2 system are well known and the present cal-

culations use the best available values from the literature. The dipole and quadrupole moments of29
water vapor are taken from Refs. [109,110], respectively. The quadrupole moment of nitrogen is
from Mulder et al. [111]. The numerical values are listed in Table 2. The ionization potential of wa-31
ter is taken to be a vibrationally-independent value of 12:6 eV [112]. For nitrogen the polarizability,
17:4× 10−25 cm3, is taken from Ref. [113] and the ionization potential, 15:576 eV, from Ref. [114].33
In the parabolic approximation, the isotropic part of the interaction potential is taken into account in

2 Note that the value of 10 in this equation is obtained from the ab-initio values of Eq. (4). As explained in the next
section, results indicate that the 0.03 value for the �2 mode should be changed to 0.07. Hence Iv2=10 should be then
changed to about Iv2=4.
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Table 2
Values of electrostatic moments for the water vapor and nitrogen

Molecule Multipole moment Reference

H2O � = 1:8549× 10−18 esu [33]
Qxx =−0:13× 10−26 esu [110]
Qyy =−2:5× 10−26 esu [110]
Qzz = 2:63× 10−26 esu [110]

N2 Qzz =−1:4× 10−26 esu [111]

determining the distance, e&ective velocity, and force at closest approach [22]. To simplify the trajec-1
tory calculations, the isotropic part of the atom–atom expansion is 8t to an isotropic Lennard–Jones 6
–12. The atom–atom parameters have been determined by taking the homonuclear-atom–atom param-3
eters obtained by Bouanich [115] and using the combination rules [37] to produce the heteronuclear
atom–atom parameters.5

Calculations made using these parameters for some transitions in the �2 band showed structured
discrepancies when compared with measurements of both the shifts and widths. In a recent study7
of the lesser isotopomers of water vapor [116] it was observed that a relatively small change in the
atom–atom parameters for the N–D and D–O interactions resulted in much improved agreement with9
measurement. Furthermore, there are a number of di&erent methods which have been proposed to
determine heteronuclear potential parameters from homonuclear parameters [117,118, (and references11
therein)]. Good and Hope [38] showed that di&erent combination rules for � lead to variations in �
of ∼15%. Thus the resulting parameters have an increased uncertainty (besides that resulting from13
the imprecision of the homonuclear data) which depends on the method chosen to go from the
homonuclear to the heteronuclear parameters. From these elements, we conclude that adjustment of15
the atom–atom parameters within ∼15% around the values given by the combination formula of
Hirchfelder et al. is not unreasonable provided there are reliable experimental data on collisional17
parameters for adjustment.

In order to improve the quality of calculations for nitrogen broadening of H2
16O, six transitions19

of the �2 band were chosen for which there are multiple measurements and for which the calculated
widths using unadjusted atom–atom parameters were too high for two lines, too low for two lines,21
and in agreement for the last two transitions. The potential parameters �HN, �HN, �ON, and �ON were
adjusted to give a good 8t of all these lines. With respect to the starting values (from combination23
rules of Ref. [37] and the homonuclear data by Bouanich [115]), the 8nal parameters correspond to
a 10% lowering of �ON, a 10% increase in �HN, a 3.9/in �HN, and no change in �ON. 3 The 8nal25
adjustment of the potential parameters was made by comparing calculated line shifts to measurement.
For transitions involving changes in the numbers of quanta in �1 and �3 the calculations made using27
the coeJcients in Eq. (4) give suJciently good agreement with the measurements (see results
hereafter and Ref [16]). Comparing calculations for the �2 band with the measurements of Toth [92]29
indicated the ab-initio value of 0.03 in Eq. (4) should be changed to 0.07.

3 Note, a full least-squares minimization was not thought worthwhile until the work of Ref. [41] and a detailed study
of velocity averaging e&ects (see below) are completed.
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In the present study, the widths have been calculated without performing the averaging over the1
Boltzmann distribution of velocities. Only the mean thermal value Vv was used as has been done
in most previous calculations. This choice was made for the following reasons: the 8rst is that3
performing the velocity averaging is costly and unnecessary for the purpose of the present study.
Indeed, even though use of Vv may be approximate (errors being partially corrected by the use of5
adjusted potential parameters), it will lead to similar errors in the various bands for transitions with
identical rotational quantum numbers. Hence analysis of the e&ects of the vibrational state on the7
widths and shifts with the present approach permits conclusive remarks. The second reason for our
choice is the following: for some systems the dependence of the width on velocity is weak and9
calculations using only Vv lead to correct results. This is generally the case for H2O lines at room
temperature [119] and one can easily show that the Vv approximation is exact for lines for which11
�(v) is independent of v or proportional to v1. On the other hand, if the dependence on v is strong
the e&ect of the averaging will be signi8cant but in this case the line shape will likely di&er from13
a Lorentzian. Indeed, the proper shape would then be an average over the H2O absolute velocity
of a line shape in which collisional parameters are averaged over the perturber absolute velocity15
distribution (see for instance Refs. [120,121]). In cases where such inhomogenous processes have
signi8cant inMuence, the velocity averaged width does not provide the e&ective width of the pro8le17
and the question of what calculated quantity can be compared with measurements is then raised.
Such a problem will be discussed, for the case of H2O lines, in a future work.19

4. Results for the fundamental bands

This section is devoted to tests of the model for individual lines of the fundamental bands. As21
explained above, only the transitions involving rotational levels with Kc = J or J − 1 have been
retained. Comparisons between measured and calculated values are presented below, provided that23
the number of measured lines was suJcient to cover a signi8cant range of J values. Hence some
of the retained series of lines may not be represented when there are too few data.25

4.1. The �2 band

Collisional parameters of absorption lines in the �2 band for H2O–N2 and H2O–air mixtures27
have received considerable experimental attention in the last 30 years due to the wide use of this
spectral region for remote sensing. There are now more than three thousand measurements of room29
temperature broadening and fewer of pressure shifts gathered in about thirty references. The recent
studies by Toth [92] and Zou et al. [12] bring the largest sets of data with more than 2000 and 30031
determinations, respectively, but a number of references [51,72,80,90] also provide more than 50
measurements. In most cases, the lines retained for the present study have been measured by various33
authors so that the procedure (see Section 3.1) retained for the determination of the “experimental
value” and of its uncertainty is reliable as illustrated by the examples in Table 1.35
Results for the lines associated with levels with Kc= J or J − 1 are displayed in Figs. 2–4. They

are associated with Kc = J P and R lines (J ± 11; J±1 ← J0; J and J ± 10; J±1 ← J1; J in Fig. 2),37
Kc = J or J − 1 Q lines (J1; J−1 ← J0; J and J0; J ← J1; J−1, in Fig. 3) and Kc = J − 1 P and R
lines (J ±12; J−1±1 ← J1; J−1 and J ±11; J−1±1 ← J2; J−1 in Fig. 4). These plots show that the overall39
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Fig. 2. Results obtained for the Kc= J (J ± 11; J±1 ← J0; J
and J ± 10; J±1 ← J1; J ) P and R doublets of the �2
band. I are experimental values. • and ◦ are calcu-
lated values associated with P and R lines such that
(Ka′ −Ka′′) = (J ′ − J ′′) and (Ka′ −Ka′′) =−(J ′ − J ′′),
respectively. The horizontal dashed line indicates the pure
dephasing contribution.

Fig. 3. Results obtained for the Kc = J or J − 1 (the
J1; J−1 ← J0; J and J0; J ← J1; J−1) Q line doublets of the
�2 band. I are experimental values. • and ◦ are calculated
values of the Ka′−Ka′′=1 and Ka′−Ka′′=−1 transitions,
respectively. The horizontal dashed line indicates the pure
dephasing contribution.

agreement between measured and calculated values is very satisfactory, for both the widths and the1
shifts.

The decrease of � with increasing J , which reaches more than one order of magnitude, is cor-3
rectly accounted for by our model. Predictions often agree with experimental determination of the
broadening parameters within better than 5% and, in most cases, are within the uncertainties of the5
measurements, with the exception of the Kc= J doublets with J ¿ 10 (Fig. 2). This discrepancy is
surprising in view of the quality of predictions obtained for the other doublets. Indeed, calculated7
values are precise for those with Kc= J − 1 (Fig. 4) but signi8cantly overestimate the widths of the
lines with Kc=J although both types of transitions have similar broadenings. There are a number of9
possible explanations for this result. The 8rst is, of course, a breakdown of the semiclassical model
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Fig. 4. Results obtained for the Kc= J −1 (J ±12; J−1±1 ← J1; J−1 and J ±11; J−1±1 ← J2; J−1) P and R doublets of the �2
band. I are experimental values. • and ◦ are calculated values associated with P and R line such that (Ka′−Ka′′)=(J ′−J ′′)
and (Ka′ − Ka′′) =−(J ′ − J ′′), respectively. The horizontal dashed line indicates the pure dephasing contribution.

since the rotational changes induced by collisions involve, for these narrow lines, rotational energy1
jumps that are signi8cant with respect to the kinetic energy. Nevertheless, such an explanation would
also stand for the Kc= J − 1 lines for which correct results are obtained. Besides this fundamental3
limitation of the model another explanation may be looked for in the imperfection of the potential
parameters used. Indeed, a detailed look at Figs. 2 and 3 shows that changing the potential (atom–5
atom) parameters in order to predict values 10–15% lower for the high J lines would improve the
results for those with Kc = J and still lead to satisfactory results for the Kc = J − 1 lines. Another7
possible source for the observed discrepancy is related with the narrowness of these lines and the fact
that the two transitions composing the doublet (Ka=J −Kc and J −Kc+1) are very closely spaced.9
This makes measurements diJcult due to the small contribution of pressure broadening (with re-
spect to the Doppler and instrument functions) and the strong overlap of the two lines. Furthermore,11
these transitions have pro8les that are sensitive to collisional narrowing (e.g., Refs. [10,42,86,94]
and those cited therein) and to the velocity averaging of the spectral shape [100]. In this case, the13
choice of a correct shape for the determination of line parameters from 8ts of measured spectra
is not straightforward. Furthermore, as mentioned in the previous section, when velocity averaging15
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has signi8cant e&ects, the question of what quantity is retrieved from measurements and of what1
calculated value it should be compared with is not straightforward (this will be discussed in detail
in a forthcoming paper). Finally note that widths of P and R transitions with identical quantum3
numbers (f ← i and i ← f) are practically the same, and that, for high J values the widths of the
two doublet transitions (IKa=1 and −1) are practically equal as shown by both the measurements5
and calculations. This is expected since for large values of J and Kc, water vapor tends to be a
symmetric top, Kc becomes a good quantum number and the levels associated with the two values7
of Ka (e.g., 150;15 and 151;15) have practically the same energy.

The quality of the predictions for the pressure shifts is worth noting. Indeed, the calculations9
account for most of the variations of � with rotation quantum numbers and nicely follow the patterns
drawn by the experimental results. As noted previously [92] and contrary to the widths, the pressure11
shifts for the f ← i and i ← f transitions show variations that are almost antisymmetric. On the
other hand, as for �, � is the same for the two components of high J doublets.13

As noted above, the shifts for P and R lines are almost opposite whereas the widths are similar.
This result can be analyzed, following Ref. [2] by considering the quantities:15

�fi + �if
2

+ i
�fi + �if

2

=
〈
1− exp[− RS2(fi)− iI S2(fi)− iS1(fi)] + exp[− RS2(if)− iI S2(if)− iS1(if)

2

〉
;

�fi − �if
2

+ i
�fi − �if

2

=
〈
exp[− RS2(if)− iI S2(if)− iS1(if)]− exp[− RS2(if)− iI S2(if)− iS1(if)

2

〉
: (11)

If one neglects spectroscopic di&erences between the lower and upper vibrational states, i.e. assuming
that the rotational structures are similar in the v2 = 1 and 0 states, one can easily show that17

RS2(if) = RS2(fi); I S2(if) =−I S2(fi); and S1(if) = S1(fi): (12)

Using these relations, Eqs. (11) can then be written as

�fi + �if
2

= 〈1− exp−
RS2(fi) cos[I S2(fi)] cos[S1(fi)]〉;

�fi − �if
2

= 〈exp−RS2(fi) sin[I S2(fi)] sin[S1(fi)]〉;

�fi + �if

2
= 〈exp−RS2(fi) cos[I S2(fi)] sin[S1(fi)]〉;

�fi − �if

2
= 〈exp−RS2(fi) sin[I S2(fi)] cos[S1(fi)]〉: (13)

19
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Fig. 5. Half sum of the experimental (I) and calculated (•) shifts for lines with identical rotational quantum numbers in
the �2 band. Results obtained for Q lines ([�(J1; J−1 ← J0; J ) + �(J0; J ← J1; J−1)]=2) are given for positive values of J ,
whereas those obtained from P and R lines with Kc = J ([�(J + 11; J+1 ← J0; J ) + �(J0; J ← J + 11; J+1)]=2) are displayed
for negative J values. The horizontal dashed line indicates the pure dephasing contribution.

Since I S2 is small, as is S1 for lines of the �2 band due to the small e&ect of the bending vibration1
on the induction and dispersion interaction potential, these equations can be approximated, to 8rst
order, by3

�fi + �if
2

≈ 〈exp[− RS2(fi)]〉= Rot�fi = Rot�if;

�fi − �if
2

≈ 0;

�fi + �if

2
≈ 〈exp[− RS2(fi)]× S1(fi)〉;

�fi − �if

2
≈ 〈exp[− RS2(fi)]× I S2(fi)〉= Rot�fi =−Rot�if; (14)

where values with the superscript “Rot” designate those for purely rotational lines. These expressions
explain the symmetry of the widths in the P and R branches and indicate that, in the absence of5
vibrational dephasing (S1 = 0), P and R lines have opposite shifts. Note that, although small, the
e&ects of vibration through the S1 contribution are discernible in the �2 band as shown by the non7
zero values of (�fi + �if=2) in Fig. 5. For very narrow lines, RS2 and I S2 are almost zero and the
shifts then become independent on rotational quantum numbers and equal to 〈S1fi〉. This situation,9
which has been observed in the case of HF [1,2], is not reached here (see Fig. 5), even for the high
J lines, since the rotational contribution to the broadening remains signi8cant.11
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Fig. 6. Results obtained for the Kc = JP and R doublets
of the �1 band. Same legend and symbols as in Fig. 2.

Fig. 7. Results obtained for the Kc=J−1 P and R doublets
of the �1 band. Same legend and symbols as in Fig. 4.

4.2. The �1 band1

The situation in the �1 band is much less favorable in terms of measured data than in the �2
band since, for the doublet transitions studied here, most lines have only been measured once [12].3
The results obtained for the available P and R transitions with Kc = J and J − 1 are plotted in
Figs. 6 and 7. They are qualitatively similar to those obtained in the case of �2 lines except for5
the line shifts which are signi8cantly more negative. This is expected [see Eq. (8)] since stretching
vibrations have larger e&ects than the bending mode on the water polarizability [see Eq. (4)] and7
thus lead to larger S1 contributions [Eq. (10)]. Some signi8cant di&erences between measured and
calculated shifts appear, as for m = −5 in Fig. 6, whose analysis is diJcult in the absence of any9
measurement con8rming that of Ref. [12].

4.3. The �3 band11

The situation in the �3 band is, again, less favorable than in the �2 band, but slightly better than
in �1 due to the experiments of Refs. [12,75]. Measured and calculated values for P and R doublets13
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Fig. 8. Results obtained for the Kc= J (J ± 10; J±1 ← J0; J
and J ±11; J±1 ← J1; J ) P and R doublets of the �3 band. I
are experimental values. • and ◦ are calculated values as-
sociated with P and R line with Ka=0 and 1, respectively.
The horizontal dashed line indicates the pure dephasing
contribution.

Fig. 9. Results obtained for the Kc = J − 1
(J ± 11; J−1±1 ← J1; J−1 and J ± 12; J−1±1 ← J2; J−1) P
and R doublets of the �3 band. I are experimental values.
• and ◦ are calculated values associated with P and R line
with Ka=1 and 2, respectively. The horizontal dashed line
indicates the pure dephasing contribution.

can be compared in Figs. 8 and 9. Again, the widths are very similar to those in the �2 and �11
bands whereas the shifts are more pronounced than in �2 and quite similar to those of �1 lines as
expected from the values in Eqs. (4) and (10). As for �2 lines (Fig. 5), we have calculated the half3
sum of shifts of P and R lines with identical rotational quantum numbers. The results, shown in Fig.
10, together with the shifts plotted in Figs. 8 and 9 validate the ab-initio values of the derivative of5
polarizability with respect to the �3 mode.

4.4. Vibrational e>ects7

The e&ects of the vibration on the shifts are large as has been well known for many years
and con8rmed by the preceding results. On the other hand, the question of di&erences between9
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Fig. 10. Half sum of the experimental (I) and calculated (•) shifts for P and R lines with identical rotational quantum
numbers in the �3 band. Results obtained the Kc=J transitions ([�(J +10; J+1 ← J0; J )+�(J0; J ← J +10; J+1)]=2) are given
for negative values of J , whereas those obtained Kc= J − 1 transitions ([�(J +11; J ← J1; J−1) + �(J1; J−1 ← J +11; J )]=2)
are displayed for positive J values. The horizontal dashed line indicates the pure dephasing contribution.

line-broadening parameters of the fundamental bands, raised by many authors, has not yet been1
answered conclusively. As discussed in the introduction, the studies of Refs. [11,12] seem to indicate
that widths are larger in the pure rotational and �1 band than in the �2 band (although di&erences are3
generally smaller than 10% and might be within experimental errors). In order to analyze the reasons
for these di&erences, we have compared calculated widths in the all three bands using the ground5
state wavefunctions and energies for all levels. The di&erences in the broadening coeJcients for the
doublet lines studied here, which arise from the contribution of S1, were found to be negligible.7
This shows that the vibrational dependence of the potential is too weak to induce signi8cant e&ects
when only a single vibrational quantum is involved. We then made calculations with the proper9
wavefunctions and rotational energies but using the same potential for all three bands (setting the
S1 term to zero). The calculated values, which then show the e&ects of the spectroscopic structure,11
are displayed in Fig. 11 for the doublet lines under study here. They con8rm that lines of the �2
band are narrower than both those of the purely rotational and �1 transitions. This result and the13
range of values obtained are consistent with the conclusions of Ref. [11] as is the fact that the ratio
�(rot)=�(�2) is, on the average smaller than �(�1)=�(�2). Note that calculations of self broadening15
coeJcients made about 20 years ago by Mandin et al. [122] had also shown that using proper
wavefunctions and energies for the v2 = 1 levels leads to a reduction of the widths when compared17
with those predicted using only ground state data. Analysis of this result shows that it is mostly due
to di&erences in the rotational energies of the levels. Indeed, the v2=1 state has a rotational constant19
A (≈ 31 cm−1) that is signi8cantly larger than that of the ground and v1=1 states (≈ 27 cm−1). This
leads to larger energy gaps between the collisionally connected states. Hence collisions, particularly21
for high J lines with small widths, are less resonant in the bending state leading to smaller widths.
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Kc = J and J − 1 transitions.

5. Highly excited overtones1

The preceding results show that spectroscopic e&ects on the widths are relatively small (typically
less than 10%) and thus quite diJcult to detect without ambiguity due the experimental uncertainties.3
They also indicate that the vibrational dependence of the potential leads to signi8cant changes for the
shifts of line of the fundamental bands but has negligible inMuence on the widths. Nevertheless, one5
should recall [see Eq. (10)] that the S1 term depends linearly on the numbers of excited vibrational
quanta and that its contributions to the shifting and broadening are linear and quadratic, respectively.7
The e&ects of vibration on the widths, through the potential, will then be four times larger in 2�1
than in �1 and 25 times larger for 5�1 (two and 8ve times larger when the shifts are considered).9
Furthermore, due to the variations of polarizability with respect to the vibrational modes, a change
of n quanta leads to values of (S1)2 that are similar in both stretching modes and about 20 times11
larger that those obtain for n quanta of the bending vibration. Hence high J lines of highly excited
stretching overtone transitions are likely suitable for the detection of signi8cant di&erences in the13
widths with respect to those of weakly excited lines. This is clear from the calculated values of
Fig. 12 which also con8rm the remark of Section 3.2 stating that e&ects are masked for broad (low15
J ) lines.

Comparisons between measured and calculated H2O–N2 line widths in the 3�1+�3 and 2�1+2�2+�317
bands have been made previously [17]. They have shown the quality of the approach and the precision
of the predicted values of the shifts are a further con8rmation of the quality of the dependence of19
polarizability on v1 and v3 in Eq. (4). Since there is relatively little data for the Kc = J and J − 1
lines high overtones, we have grouped them in order to carry the procedure described in Section21
3.2. While doing this, we have selected only transitions starting from the ground vibrational state in
which the upper state has no quanta in v2 and a given total number of quanta of stretching vibrations23
(i.e., given values of v′1 + v′3 = Iv1 + Iv3). This procedure, which enlarges the data sets, is valid
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Fig. 12. Calculated H2O–N2 widths and shifts for the J − 10; J−1 ← J1; J transitions of the rotational (•), 2�1 (◦), 4�1 (4)
and 6�1(�) bands.

since both stretching vibrations have similar e&ects on the vibrational dependence of the potential1
and since spectroscopic e&ects on the widths are small.

5.1. Three and four quanta of stretching vibration3

Comparisons between measured and calculated widths for doublet lines with Kc = J and J − 1
in overtones involving three quanta of stretching vibration are plotted in Figs. 13 and 14. Although5
there is some signi8cant scatter, the agreement between experiments and predictions is satisfactory
and these results clearly demonstrate the e&ects of vibration. Indeed, the calculation made for the7
fundamental bands (validated in Section 4) signi8cantly underestimated the widths of high J lines
whereas calculated results for three quanta lead to much better agreement. Note that, for Kc=J=15,9
the vibrational dependence of the potential increases the width by a factor of practically two. This
demonstration of the e&ects of vibration is further con8rmed when transitions with four quanta are11
considered as shown by the results of Figs. 15 and 16. Unfortunately, for such high overtones high
J lines have not been studied.13
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Fig. 13. H2O–N2 widths for transitions with Kc = J in
bands involving three quanta of stretching vibration. I are
experimental values whereas • and � are values calcu-
lated in the considered band and in the �2 band, respec-
tively.

Fig. 14. Same as Fig. 13 but for Kc = J − 1 transitions.

5.2. Dependence for speci@c transitions1

Starting from Eq. (8), for a transitions involving various vibrational states but speci8c sets i
and f of rotational quantum numbers one should have, in the absence of spectroscopic e&ects, the3
following dependence on vibration quantum numbers:

�[(v′1; v
′
2; v
′
3)f ← (v′′1 ; v

′′
2 ; v
′′
3 )i] = �0f←i + Af←i × (0:3Iv1 + 0:07Iv2 + 0:3Iv3)2;

�[(v′1; v
′
2; v
′
3)f ← (v′′1 ; v

′′
2 ; v
′′
3 )i] = �0f←i + Bf←i × (0:3Iv1 + 0:07Iv2 + 0:3Iv3): (15)

For a check of this relation with have retained transitions with Kc = J . In order to have suJcient5
sets of data, we have retained both P and R lines with the same value of |m| and all lines with
IKa = 0;±1. Measured and calculated widths and shifts for speci8c lines are plotted in Figs. 177
and 18. These con8rm the quality of the present calculations, the validity of the relations in Eqs.9
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Fig. 15. H2O–N2 widths for transitions with Kc = J in
bands involving four quanta of stretching vibration. I are
experimental values whereas • and � are values calcu-
lated in the considered band and in the �2 band, respec-
tively.

Fig. 16. Same as Fig. 15 but for Kc = J − 1 transitions.

(15), and clearly demonstrate that there is, indeed, a signi8cant vibrational dependence of the line1
widths that is correctly predicted by our theoretical approach.

6. Conclusion3

The present study, devoted to the room temperature broadening and shifting of H2O lines by
N2 has demonstrated the quality of the semi-classical model used. Indeed, the latter was proved5
to correctly predict the large variations of the widths from low to high J lines as well as most
of the speci8c structures showed by the variations of the shifts with rotational quantum numbers.7
Furthermore, use of both measured and calculated collisional line parameters for properly selected
lines has enabled, for the 8rst time, a clear demonstration of the vibrational dependences of both9
the shifts and widths. It was shown that di&erences in the broadening and shifting of lines of iden-
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Fig. 18. Measured (•) and calculated (—) widths for P
and R transitions with Kc=J in various bands. (a) |m|=8
lines (b) |m|=12 lines. Each plot includes available results
for the |m| − 1Ka′ ; |m|−1 ↔ |m|Ka; |m| with Ka = 0; 1 and
Ka′ = 0; 1.

tical rotational states in di&erent bands arise from both spectroscopic di&erences and the vibrational1
dependence of the potential. The 8rst e&ect, although small should be discernable using modern
spectroscopy experimental tools by studying high J lines of the pure rotation (or �1) and �2 bands.3
The second e&ect is easier to detect and was clearly proved here since it increases quickly with the
number of quanta of stretching vibration. Note that calculated values indicate that the width of the5
141;14 ← 130;13 transition, for instance, should change by a factor of more than two when going from
�1 to 4�1 and a factor of four in the case of 6�1. Precise measurements for high Kc= J doublets of7
very excited overtone transitions are still missing and would be of considerable interest in order to
further con8rm the conclusions of the present study.9

All calculations presented in this paper were made disregarding any averaging on the velocity v
and only using the mean thermal velocity. The high J doublets lines considered here are very narrow11
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since the associated rotational jumps induced by collisions are well o&-resonance. Indeed, a large1
resonance parameter, kres = |IEi; i′ +IEJ2 ;J ′

2
| × b=v, leads to small values of the resonance functions

Fn(kres). Since the latter decrease quickly with increasing kres [28], their values for lines involving3
high rotational states should be very dependent on the velocity v. Hence the widths and shifts of
high J doublets should have very strong dependences on both v and, consecutively “abnormal”5
dependences on temperature as pointed out in Ref. [63]. Furthermore, inhomogeneous e&ects related
with the velocity averaging [120,121] should be strong as indicated by the results of Ref. [100].7
Finally, such e&ects should be quite di&erent in fundamental and overtone bands due to di&erences
in the contribution of the S1 term which is purely resonant. A study of the inMuence of the velocity9
averaging (and of temperature) on the widths and shifts of H2O lines in various bands will be the
subject of a forthcoming work.11
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